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The 18Ne(α, p)21Na reaction plays a significant role in Type-I X-ray bursts. It is a major path
in the breakout from the hot-CNO cycles to the synthesis of heavier elements in the αp– and
rp-processes. An experiment to determine the cross section of this reaction was performed with
the ANASEN active-target detector system, determining the cross section at energies between 2.5
and 4 MeV in the center-of-mass frame. The measured cross sections for reactions populating
the ground state in 21Na are consistent with results obtained from the time-inverse reaction, but
significantly lower than the previously published experimental data of direct measurements. The
total cross sections are also compared with those derived from indirect methods and statistical-model
calculations. This experiment establishes a new experimental data set on the excitation function
of the 18Ne(α, p)21Na reaction, revealing the significance of the excited states’ contributions to the
total reaction cross section and allowing to separate the contribution of the (α, 2p) reaction. The
impact of the measured cross section on thermal reaction rates is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Type-I X-ray bursts occur when hydrogen- and helium-
rich matter is accreted onto a neutron star in a close-
binary system [1, 2]. In this environment, hydrogen is
converted into helium via the hot-CNO (HCNO) cycles,
in which the energy release is limited by the β-decay rates
of the 14O (t1/2 = 70.6 sec), 15O (t1/2 = 122 sec) and
18Ne (t1/2 = 1.67 sec) isotopes, and thereby is mostly in-
dependent of temperature. The temperature-dependent
energy production, observed in explosive hydrogen burn-
ing, can only occur after the breakout from the closed
HCNO cycles and is initiated through the activation of
the 15O(α, γ)19Ne and 18Ne(α, p)21Na reactions [3, 4].
Therefore, these reactions carry a large impact on the
timescale and onset conditions for the explosion. The
role of individual nuclear reactions on the properties of
X-ray burst events has been studied in significant detail,
e.g. by Parikh et al. [5, 6], Cyburt et al. [7] and Meisel et
al. [8]. The 18Ne(α, p)21Na reaction has been identified
as one of the most important reactions in its impact on
the light curve and nucleosynthesis in X-ray burst events.

The available experimental information on the
18Ne(α, p)21Na reaction is limited and somewhat contra-
dictory. Direct measurements have remained difficult, as
they require cross section measurements significantly be-
low 10 mbarn with beams of a Tz=-1 short-lived isotope
at low energies, combined with the use of a gas-target
to provide the α particles. The only experimental data
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on the (α, p) reaction was reported in Bradfield-Smith
et al. [9] and Groombridge et al. [10], which presented
results from experiments performed at the Louvain-la-
Neuve laboratory. Both utilized a 18Ne beam at reaction
energies between 1.7 and 3 MeV in the center-of-mass
system and an experimental setup of a gas-filled cham-
ber with silicon detectors. These experimental results
were published as a set of resonance parameters, which
were used to deduce thermal reaction rates.

Experiments on the time-inverse reaction
21Na(p, α)18Ne by Sinha et al. [11] and Salter et
al. [12] have reached a higher sensitivity towards lower
reaction energies than the time-forward studies, owing
to the higher-intensity 21Na beam and the use of solid
polyethylene targets. However, their interpretation is
complicated by the fact that the 18Ne(α, p)21Na reaction
may proceed to excited 21Na states even at the lowest
reaction energies, which cannot be examined by the
time-inverse reaction with the 21Na ground state. It
was noted in Salter et al. [12] that their results point to
much lower cross sections than Groombridge et al. [10]
reported.

Additional experimental information to determine the
astrophysical reaction rates is available in the form of
the resonance parameters in the 22Mg compound sys-
tem, which determine the astrophysical 18Ne(α, p)21Na
reaction rate. Examples of efforts to characterize
the resonance properties include experiments with the
24Mg(p,t)22Mg reaction by Matic et al. [13] and Chae
et al. [14], and more recently with the resonant proton
scattering 21Na(p, p)21Na reaction in inverse kinematics
by He et al. [15], Zhang et al. [16] and Ruiz et al. [17].

A comprehensive analysis of the available experimen-
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tal information on the 22Mg compound system was per-
formed by Mohr et al. [18, 19]. In the narrow, non-
interacting resonance approximation, the stellar reaction
rate NA〈σv〉 of the 18Ne(α, p)21Na reaction depends on
the sum of the contributing resonances:

NA〈σv〉 ∼
∑
i

(ωγ)ie
−Ei/kT9 , (1)

with resonance energies Ei and resonance strengths
(ωγ)i. The resonance strength for a resonance with spin
J for the 18Ne(α, p)21Na reaction is determined by

ωγαp = (2J + 1)
ΓαΓp

Γ
≈ (2J + 1)Γα, (2)

where the approximations Γp ≈ Γ and Γα � Γp are used.
The analysis by Mohr et al. [18, 19] employs the total
widths Γ and the excitation energies of the 22Mg com-
pound nucleus, which define the resonance energies Ei
in the 18Ne(α, p)21Na reaction, from the 24Mg(p, t)22Mg
transfer experiment [13]. The Jπ assignments were ob-
tained initially from Ref. [13, 14] and confirmed from the
latest experiments on resonant proton scattering [15, 16].
However, the transfer reactions cannot provide the re-
quired Γα widths, and thus the resonance strengths ωγαp.
As a result, these have to be determined from theory
or obtained from direct experiments. Since the partial
widths Γα of 22Mg levels in the relevant energy window
have not been measured directly yet, they were estimated
using the assumption of mirror symmetry in the wave
functions of corresponding 22Mg and 22Ne levels in Ref.
[19]. For levels with no spectroscopic information, the
partial widths Γα were calculated from a Porter-Thomas
distribution following Ref. [20]. Additionally, while the
time-reverse 21Na(p, α)18Ne reaction information [11, 12]
was used in the Mohr et al. studies [18, 19] to determine
a lower limit for the time-forward reaction cross section,
the results of Groombridge et al. [10] were excluded from
the study due to the large disagreement with the time-
reverse-reaction data. Both studies of Ref. [18] and [19]
arrived at cross sections and reaction rates significantly
lower than the ones determined by Groombridge et al.
[10].

This work presents the results of a new experiment to
measure the excitation function of the 18Ne(α, p)21Na re-
action at energies relevant to X-ray burst events at peak
temperatures (T ∼ 2 GK), and to clarify the discrepan-
cies between the direct experimental data and the infor-
mation obtained from indirect methods.

II. EXPERIMENT AND CALIBRATIONS

The 18Ne(α, p)21Na reaction was studied in inverse
kinematics using a beam of the short-lived isotope 18Ne,
produced with the RESOLUT radioactive beam facil-
ity [21] at the John D. Fox Superconducting Accelerator
Laboratory of Florida State University. The 18Ne beam

was produced via the 16O(3He,n)18Ne reaction and se-
lected at 80 MeV and at an average beam intensity of
2·103 pps, which constitutes 14% of the particles deliv-
ered. Offline, the events associated with the 18Ne beam
particles were identified and discriminated from the 16O
contaminant to 98% purity through individual time-of-
flight signals relative to the accelerator RF-reference sig-
nal and a thin-foil beam-tracking detector based on a
micro-channel plate system.

The experiment was performed with the active-target
detector Array for Nuclear Astrophysics and Structure
with Exotic Nuclei (ANASEN). A schematic of the de-
tection scheme is displayed in Fig. 1, and more details
on the design and operation of ANASEN are described
in Ref. [22]. ANASEN was filled with 4He as the target
gas including a 4% admixture of CO2 as a quenching gas,
at a pressure of 379 Torr. The amount of CO2 admix-
ture was found after a series of tests, as a compromise
between proportional counter performance and the aim
to reduce potential reactions on the carbon and oxygen
as a target gas admixture. The beam particles entered
the gas-volume through an 8.9 µm Kapton window, in
which they lost 9 MeV of energy, and proceeded through
the target gas to a range of 59 cm after the window. The
energy losses were calculated using the program LISE++
[23], which were found to be consistent with the exper-
imentally observed beam-particle range and the energy
balance of reaction events.

The ANASEN detector systems were arranged in con-
centric layers surrounding the beam axis in a cylindri-
cal geometry, starting from an inner set of 24 position-
sensitive proportional-counter (PC) anodes at 3.75 cm
radius, to a layer of 24 position-sensitive silicon-strip
detectors of the Micron Semiconductor “Super-X3” de-
sign at a radius of 8.9 cm. In addition, 4 silicon-strip
detectors of the Micron-Semiconductor “QQQ3” design
cover forward laboratory angles in an annular geometry.
The (α, p) protons were first detected in the proportional
counter as they left the central beam volume, using the
charge division on the resistive anode wire to determine
the z-coordinate of interaction on the beam axis, along
with the characteristic energy loss of the particles. The
protons proceeded to the outer perimeter of ANASEN,
where they were stopped in the silicon detectors, which
allowed to determine the residual energy and position.

For this experiment a new component was added to
ANASEN, a high-rate, compact ion chamber, sensitive
to heavy ions traveling within 2.2 cm of the beam axis,
including both beam particles and reaction residues. The
ion chamber drift field is created between a negatively
biased (-200 V) tungsten-wire cathode on the beam axis
and 48 anode wires surrounding it at 2.2 cm cylindrical
radius, as schematically represented in Panel (b) of Fig.
1. A differential read-out scheme is applied between odd-
and even-numbered anode wires, which were biased at
150 V and 250 V, respectively. The drifting electrons
induce differential signals only once they approach the
anode radius, which creates the effect of a Frisch-grid and
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FIG. 1. Panel (a): Schematic representation of the ANASEN detector system. The (α, p) proton tracks are reconstructed from
the signals of a resistive proportional-counter anode in coincidence with their residual energy and position on a multi-strip
silicon detector. The cylindrical ion-chamber component measures the ionization induced by the beam particles and heavy ion
reaction residues (see text). Panel (b): Schematic of the inner ion-chamber component of ANASEN, which uses a cylindrical
field between the central Cathode and a grid of 48 Anode wires (only 12 shown here for clarity), which are biased at positive
potentials of alternating magnitude and read out in a differential scheme.

allows the ion chamber to operate at high count rates.
The performance of the ionization chamber at high beam
rates, while not needed for the present experiment, was
tested with the 14N(α, p)17O reaction using a 14N stable
beam at different intensities. There was no significant
change in performance for incident beam intensities less
than 105 pps, though random coincidences were found
to start to become problematic at higher currents due to
slow drift speed in the gas.

Because of the geometry of the thin tungsten wire,
the ion chamber is referred to as the Needle-IC. The
tungsten-wire cathode is mounted on a retractable shaft
inserted from the end of the detector chamber, such that
the active volume of the ion chamber is adjustable. Dur-
ing the experiment, the needle was inserted to a depth
of 18 cm into the active ANASEN volume. It should
be noted that the 0.5-mm-diameter tungsten wire was
extending into the path of the beam, which had a di-
ameter of around 1.5 cm, such that the needle cross sec-
tion covered ≈ 10−3 of the beam area and scattering of
beam particles is not expected to be relevant to the ex-
periment. In addition, the coincident Needle-IC signals
would suppress events induced by beam-particles outside
the energy-position correlation expected for the regular
beam. Potential background reactions induced by the
tungsten material were strongly suppressed by the sub-
barrier beam energy and additionally rejected by failing
the expected recoil-energy correlation during the data
analysis. Because of these considerations, background
signals induced by the needle material were negligible.

The variable insertion depth of the Needle was used to
determine the range of beam particles in the target gas
independently. The result of this range measurement was
compared to calculations with the program SRIM [24]

and LISE++ [23]. The beam-particle range in the tar-
get gas was found to be 59 cm, consistent with LISE++,
but slightly longer than predicted by SRIM, which cal-
culates a 55 cm range. The energy-loss profile calculated
with LISE++ was also found to be consistent with the
profile determined from the kinematics of two-proton co-
incidence events described in section III B.

The energy calibrations of the silicon detectors were
determined using α particles from a 228Th source in vac-
uum, as well as by scattering accelerator-provided α and
proton beams off a thin tantalum foil mounted on-axis
within the detector gas. The position of the scatter-
ing target was also varied along the beam axis, in or-
der to calibrate the vertex-position reconstruction from
the proportional-counter anodes in conjunction with the
silicon detectors. Based on these calibration runs, the re-
action vertex could be reconstructed with a resolution of
about 2.5 cm FWHM, limited by the position resolution
of the proportional counter.

The experiment used an ”or” of two trigger conditions.
The main trigger was derived from any particle detection
in the silicon detectors, intended to capture the (α, p)
events. The second trigger was derived from the Micro-
channel plate beam-tracking detector, down-scaled by a
factor 1200, which was used to obtain an unbiased sample
of the beam particles and used for beam normalization
and quality monitoring.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The experiment was designed to measure the excita-
tion function of the 18Ne(α, p)21Na reaction reaching to
the low energies relevant for nuclear astrophysics. The
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energy-level scheme of the reactants, displayed in Fig. 3,
shows that, owing to the low proton threshold in 22Mg,
a range of excited states in 21Na can be populated, in-
cluding states above the proton-decay threshold of 21Na.
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FIG. 2. Top: Energy-loss signals of the proportional-counter
anodes vs. the coincident silicon detector signal. The energy-
loss information (∆E) is derived from the PC signals, cor-
rected for the angle-dependent thickness of the active detec-
tor volume, and the residual energy (E) is measured in the
Si detectors. Protons and α–particles show distinct, separate
correlation groups. Bottom: Display of the same (Top) his-
togram expanded to show the region of proton signals and
their selection gate.

A. Single-Proton Events

The continuous measurement of an excitation function
in the ANASEN detector requires the event-by-event de-
termination of the reaction energy, which is obtained by
extrapolation of the proton trajectory to the reaction ver-
tex on the beam axis, and the calculation of the 18Ne
beam-particle energy loss up to that point. We refer
to this reconstruction method as Etrack. The resolution
of the Etrack reconstruction was determined to be essen-
tially constant, at 1.45 MeV in the center-of-mass frame,
based on the Monte-Carlo simulation described in section
III D, in which the effects of proportional counter reso-
lution, beam width and straggling were combined. The
identity of the detected protons was established through

21Na+p

22Mg

18Ne+α 20Ne+2p
8.14

5.5

7.93

9.56

0.33

1.716

2.423

3.544

2.797+2.829

FIG. 3. Level schemes of 22Mg, 21Na and 20Ne including the
respective reaction and decay energy thresholds in MeV.

their characteristic energy-loss signals, as represented in
the ∆E-E particle identification plot in Fig. 2. The pro-
ton energies were derived from the residual energy mea-
sured in the silicon detectors by correcting for the energy
loss in the path from the reaction vertex to the silicon
detector.

The single-proton events, selected through the ∆E-
E, and Needle-IC gates were analyzed using the Etrack
method to determine the reaction energy. The gates ob-
tained from the Needle-IC will be described in Section
III C. The angle and the energy of the protons were
also used to reconstruct the associated 21Na excitation
energy. The angle uncertainty varies between ±6◦ and
±10◦. The resulting distribution of reaction and exci-
tation energies is presented in Fig. 4. A wide distri-
bution of reaction energies is observed, down to about
2 MeV in the center of mass frame. The distribution also
shows that lower 21Na excitation energies are populated
in correlation with lower reaction energies, constrained
by the Ex 6 Ec.m. + Qvalue limit. Also visible are some
events which were reconstructed at negative excitation
energies. These events can be likely attributed to fusion-
evaporation reactions on the CO2 component of the tar-
get gas, or as an effect of the poor resolution (1.45 MeV
FWHM) of the tracking reconstruction. Because of the
limited resolution, we are not able to separate each in-
dividual state in 21Na, but identify three regions; the
ground-state region including the ground state and first-
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excited state at 0.33 MeV, the bound-states region from
the ground-state up to 2.6 MeV excitation energies, and
the unbound-states region from 2.6 up to 7 MeV excita-
tion energies.
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FIG. 4. Single-proton events: Distribution of 21Na excitation
energies with respect to the reaction energy in the center-of-
mass frame, reconstructed using the Etrack method. The two
lines delimit the kinematically allowed event range. The high-
lighted regions in green, red and blue represent the ground
state, bound states’ (including the ground-state region) and
unbound states’ regions respectively, as used in the cross-
section analysis of Sect. IV.

B. Two-Proton Events

The experiment detected a significant number of coin-
cident two-proton events, which originate from the popu-
lation of proton-unbound states in 21Na. The kinematic
analysis of the 2p-events makes use of energy- and mo-
mentum conservation in the 18Ne(α, 2p)20Ne reaction,
given by the expression(

m18

m20
− 1

)
Ebeam −

1

m20
|~pp|

√
2m18Ebeam cos(θ)

+

(
Ep1 + Ep2 −Qv +

1

2m20
|~pp|2

)
= 0. (3)

Here, m18 and m20 are the respective 18Ne and 20Ne
masses, Ep1 and Ep2 are the proton energies, ~pp = ~pp1 +
~pp2 is the sum of the detected proton momenta, and θ
the angle between ~pp and the beam axis.

The data were analyzed using the Etrack reconstruc-
tion for the beam-particle energy and solving Eq. 3 for the
reaction Q-value and thereby the 20Ne excitation energy.
The resulting spectrum is displayed in Fig. 5. The data is
dominated by a peak at the ground-state energy of 20Ne.
This peak position is very sensitive to the energy-loss cal-
ibration and represents an independent confirmation of
its validity.

The two-proton events also allow to reconstruct the
beam energy in a different way, called Ekine, by solv-
ing Eq. 3 for Ebeam after inserting the known Q-value of

the reaction leading to the 20Ne ground state. This re-
construction method achieves better resolution than the
Etrack method, around 500 keV FWHM in the center-of-
mass frame. The thus extracted beam energy determines
the 22Mg excitation energy and is also used to extract
the intermediate 21Na excitation energy.

In Fig. 6 the spectrum of the Ekine-reconstructed ex-
citation energies of 21Na is shown, with the events gated
on the ground-state peak of 20Ne. The doublet of states
at 2.8 MeV and the singlet 3.54 MeV peak can be identi-
fied right above the 2p-threshold, while a higher density
of states is observed beyond this point. In Fig. 7 the
Ekine-reconstructed 22Mg excitation-energy spectrum is
displayed, again gated on the 20Ne ground-state peak.
While it is difficult to assign individual resonances to
the observed structures, the lower part of the spectrum
seems to be consistent with the known natural-parity res-
onances in 22Mg.
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FIG. 5. Two-proton events: 20Ne excitation-energy distribu-
tion, using the Etrack-reconstruction of the reaction energies.
The gate around the main peak, between Ex [-1.5,1.5] MeV,
is used in the analysis of the two-proton events.
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method.

C. Reaction-Residue Analysis with Needle-IC

The Needle-IC signals were used to suppress back-
ground events from scattered particles or fusion-
evaporation reactions on the CO2 admixture in the target
gas, while accepting the 18Ne(α, p)21Na events of interest.
The signal interpretation, however, is complicated by the
fact that it includes the ionization by the beam-particle
up to the reaction point, in addition to the ionization
created by the reaction residue. Since the observed re-
actions have a Q-value close to zero, and some energy is
carried away by the emitted protons, the reaction-residue
energy is necessarily lower than the beam-particle energy
at the reaction point. In effect, the Needle-IC signals will
be maximal when the reaction occurs at the minimal re-
action energies, where the signals are dominated by the
beam-particle ionization.
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FIG. 8. Two-proton events: Correlation between “expected”
and “measured” Needle-IC signals, gated on the 20Ne ground-
state peak.

We analyze the Needle-IC signals by calculating the ex-
pected detector response and comparing it with the mea-
sured signal. The expected signal is determined from the
initial energy of the reaction residue, based on the event

kinematics, plus the integrated energy loss of the beam
up to the point of reaction. Both components are ana-
lyzed for the ionization deposited within the ion cham-
ber’s active volume. The correlation between the “ex-
pected” and the “measured” Needle-IC energy signals for
the two-proton events is displayed in Fig. 8. The events
close to the diagonal are the (α, 2p) events of interest,
while the events scattered away from the main group,
not showing the expected recoil-energy correlation, cor-
respond to background.

In order to determine the efficiency of the Needle-IC
detector and the recoil-correlation analysis, we examined
how many of the 2p-events leading to the 20Ne ground-
state peak also show the expected Needle-IC signals in
coincidence. The efficiency of recoil detection was de-
termined as the ratio of both numbers and a smooth
function of the reaction energy was extracted from this
data as a model for the ion-chamber efficiency. The
Needle-IC gate suppresses a significant number of events
at higher energies, but leaves the energy region of in-
terest unaffected, consistent with 100% efficiency below
Ec.m. ≈ 4.5 MeV. The same Needle-IC analysis was also
applied to the single-proton events. In Fig. 9 the “ex-
pected” signal is plotted against the “measured” Needle-
IC energy signal for single-proton events. Again, we ob-
serve a group of correlated events on the main diagonal,
with scattered background surrounding it. The figure
also illustrates the region of events chosen for analysis.
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FIG. 9. Correlation between “expected” and “measured”
Needle-IC signals, for the single-proton events. The corre-
lated events in the main diagonal, inside the gate, were chosen
for further analysis.

D. Determination of Detector Efficiency

The detector efficiency was calculated through a
Monte-Carlo simulation of the event kinematics and the
resulting detector response. The reaction energy was ran-
domly chosen within the range of interest for each sim-
ulated 18Ne(α, p)21Na event. The event vertex location
associated with that energy was determined by the same
energy-loss tables used in the experimental data analy-
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sis. This vertex position was offset by random Gaussian
distributions in x, y and z to reproduce the distribution
of the ≈ 1-cm-diameter-beam, as well as the straggling
accumulated through the energy loss at the vertex posi-
tion. At the lowest reaction energies, the accumulated
straggling effects result in ∼1.5 cm diameter for the final
beam spot size. The 21Na excitation energy was cho-
sen randomly within the kinematic limits, as well as the
proton-decay angle, chosen to be isotropic in the center-
of-mass system. In addition, if the 21Na excitation energy
was falling above the 2p-threshold at 2.43 MeV, an ad-
ditional proton was generated in the same way. One or
both randomly chosen protons were projected from their
generation point through the gas volume towards the sili-
con detectors. The proton was accepted in the simulation
if an active area of the silicon detectors was reached, with
energy greater than the detection threshold of ≈ 0.5 MeV
after taking the energy losses into account.

In Fig. 10, the simulated (α,p) detection efficiency, av-
eraged over all allowed 21Na excitation energies, is pre-
sented, as well as the efficiency for the coincident detec-
tion of two protons. All efficiency curves show a slowly
varying dependence on the reaction energy. The aver-
age detection efficiency peaks at ≈ 30%, for events at
Ec.m. = 5 MeV and drops continuously to ≈ 12% for the
lowest-energy events. The efficiency for the coincident
detection of two protons peaks at ≈ 5% and drops to
≈ 1% for the lowest-energy region. Fig. 10 also shows
the average single-proton efficiency for bound-state and
unbound-state regions. The unbound-state events are
detected with a significantly higher efficiency, as both
protons have similar chances of being detected. Since
there is no experimental signature to determine which
of the protons was detected, a fraction of the resulting
single-proton events will be incorrectly assigned a too-
high 21Na excitation energy, which was taken into ac-
count in the efficiency-simulation. This effect however
diminishes at lower reaction energies, and has minimal
impact on the analysis of the overall excitation function
for Ec.m. < 4 MeV.

E. Gaussian Unfolding of Spectra

The reaction-energy resolution of the experiment from
the Etrack method, 1.45 ± 0.1 MeV FWHM in c.m.,
was determined by the Monte-Carlo simulation, where
the simulation-generated reaction energy is compared to
the Etrack-energy reconstructed for the same simulated
event. This limited energy resolution also leads to back-
ground, through the folding of the higher-energy signals,
detected with larger cross sections, into the lower-cross
section region of interest. To quantify and correct for
this effect, we unfold the observed experimental spec-
tra through a 2-step iteration of the Richardson-Lucy
algorithm [25], assuming a Gaussian response function
with 1.45 MeV FWHM. In Fig. 11 the raw experimental
cross section for single-proton events is shown and com-
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FIG. 10. Average detection efficiencies from a Monte-Carlo
simulation of the (α,p) reaction and the corresponding de-
tector response, averaged over various 21Na excitation-energy
regions. Also shown is the efficiency for the coincident detec-
tion of two protons from the (α,2p) reaction
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FIG. 11. Demonstration of the unfolding of the observed ex-
perimental cross section spectrum with respect to its Gaussian
resolution, following the 2-step iteration of the Richardson-
Lucy algorithm. The process is verified by folding back the
unfolded spectrum with the Gaussian resolution. The error
bars on the unfolded and folded-back spectrum are omitted
for clarity.

pared to the resulting, unfolded spectrum. We verify that
the inverse process, folding the unfolded spectra with a
Gaussian, leads to the observed spectrum within the un-
certainty limits, as shown in Fig. 11. Additionally, the
systematic uncertainty of the unfolding procedure owing
to the 0.1 MeV uncertainty of the width parameter is
much smaller than the statistical errors in the region of
interest. In effect, the unfolding procedure is lowering
the extracted cross sections for the lowest energies while
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leaving the higher-energy spectra mostly unchanged. In
the remainder of the paper, we focus on the unfolded
distributions.

IV. RESULTS
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FIG. 12. Panel (a): Cross sections from single-proton events
determined from this work and corrected for the experimental
energy resolution. The total cross section (black) is compared
to cross section for bound states only (red). Panel (b): The
unbound states cross sections from the single-proton events
analysis, corrected for the experimental energy resolution,
compared to the cross section obtained from the independent
analysis of the coincident 2p-events. Due to higher resolution,
the 2p-events cross section is not subjected to the Gaussian
unfolding procedure. Only statistical errors are shown.

The cross sections were determined from the number
of detected events for a given reaction-energy interval,
the simulated efficiency, the total number of beam parti-
cles, and the effective areal target thickness for the cor-
responding energy interval. The total number of beam
particles was determined from the number of particles
detected in the Needle-IC detector, whose events were

sampled independently, once for every 1200 triggers of
the MCP beam-tracking detector. The areal target den-
sity was calculated from the target-gas pressure, the tar-
get composition, and the beam-path length associated
with the individual reaction-energy interval, consistent
with the energy-depth profile used in the Etrack recon-
struction. The events were separated into intervals of
21Na excitation energy, beginning with the ground-state
region between -1 and +1 MeV, over the bound-state
region up to 2.6 MeV, to the higher excitations, which
were separated into intervals of 0.4 MeV width, up to
excitation energies of 7 MeV. These data-intervals were
corrected for the average efficiency over the equivalent
interval of the simulated events. The efficiency-corrected
data was then combined to the 21Na excitation regions
discussed below and subjected to the Gaussian unfolding
procedure.

Panel (a) of Fig. 12 displays the 18Ne(α, p)21Na cross
sections determined in this work for all single-proton
events, separating the cross sections for population of
the bound-state region. As expected, the cross section
data shows a steep drop towards lower energies, reaching
the sensitivity limit of the experiment at around 2.5 MeV
(c.m.). At the lowest energies, the total cross section is
dominated by population of the 21Na bound states but
shifts more to unbound states above 3 MeV (c.m.). Panel
(b) of Fig. 12 shows the cross section of the two-proton
events which are detected in coincidence and corrected
for their corresponding efficiency shown in Fig. 10. These
events were analyzed independently as discussed in sec-
tion III B representing the population of unbound exci-
tations. While the statistical uncertainties of the coin-
cident two-proton data are much larger, this data has a
higher resolution of ≈ 500 keV due to the Ekine method,
and is therefore not subjected to the Gaussian-unfolding
procedure. This data is compared to the cross section
extracted from single-proton events, associated with the
21Na unbound-excitation energies. The cross-section of
the single-proton events is slightly higher than the cross
section extracted from 2p-events, but nearly consistent
within the error bars.

The cross sections displayed in Fig. 12 include only
statistical error bars, which are dominating the uncer-
tainties below Ec.m. = 3 MeV. Systematic uncertainties
enter through the beam-particle normalization, the deter-
mination of detector efficiency and the spectrum unfold-
ing procedure. In the first category, the uncertainty of
the beam normalization depends on the integration and
event-selection gates, whose choice induces a 10% uncer-
tainty. Secondly, the efficiency determination through
the Monte-Carlo simulation depends on the gas pressure,
the size of the beam spot, and a possible off-center beam
position. The possible value ranges of these parameters
were varied, resulting in efficiency variations of the order
of ∼10% going to ∼15% for the lowest reaction energies.
Thirdly, the dependence of the unfolding procedure on
the Etrack energy resolution was investigated by varying
the 1.45 MeV FWHM (c.m.) resolution within its un-
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certainty interval by ± 100 keV. The variations on the
resulting unfolded cross sections are ±10% for the lowest
reaction energies at 2.5 MeV c.m. and reduce to ±1.5%
around 4 MeV.

Table I provides the cross sections determined in this
work, displayed also in Figures 13 and 14 with only the
statistical uncertainties. The factors introducing system-
atic uncertainties are the same as for the total cross sec-
tion, provided on the last column of the table, and can
be estimated accordingly.

TABLE I. Cross sections derived from this work, after apply-
ing the unfolding procedure. The cross section for popula-
tion of the 21Na ground state is included in the bound-state
column. Note that the cross sections for “bound” and “un-
bound” regions do not precisely add up to “total”, since the
unfolding procedure was applied to the data sets individually.

ground state bound unbound total
Ecm σ(stat.) σ(stat.) σ(stat.) σ(stat.)(syst.)

(MeV) (mbarn) (mbarn) (mbarn) (mbarn)
2.475 3(3) 6(4) 3(4) 9(5)(2)
2.625 3(3) 5(4) 6(5) 12(6)(2)
2.775 5(3) 13(6) 8(5) 21(7)(4)
2.925 8(4) 16(6) 13(6) 31(9)(5)
3.075 11(5) 15(6) 20(7) 39(9)(6)
3.225 13(5) 31(8) 35(8) 67(12)(10)
3.375 15(6) 30(8) 39(8) 71(12)(10)
3.525 18(6) 30(8) 57(10) 91(13)(13)
3.675 26(7) 52(10) 76(11) 139(16)(20)
3.825 23(7) 44(9) 124(15) 183(18)(26)
3.975 38(9) 69(12) 141(15) 224(20)(32)

V. DISCUSSION

Experimental data on the 18Ne(α, p)21Na reaction had
been obtained by Salter et al. [12] in a measurement
of the time-inverse reaction 21Na(p, α)18Ne and apply-
ing the principle of detailed balance. This interpreta-
tion, however, can only be applied to reactions leading
to the 21Na ground state, while even at the lowest re-
action energies, excited-state population is energetically
allowed and may contribute substantially to the reaction
rate. Our experiment allows to select events associated
with the unresolved 21Na ground state and the 0.33 MeV
first-excited state. Fig. 13 shows the thus-obtained cross
sections and compares them to the corresponding cross
sections extracted from Salter et al. [12] and Sihna et al.
[11]. Within the shared energy interval and uncertain-
ties, the experiments agree. Due to the unresolved first-
excited-state contributions, we expect that our cross sec-
tion is slightly larger when compared to the time-reverse
measurements. Also shown is a Hauser-Feshbach calcu-
lation of the ground-state to ground-state cross section,
performed with the program SMARAGD [26, 27]. The
Hauser-Feshbach calculation shows the same energy de-
pendence as our data and the data from the time-reverse
reaction experiments [11, 12].
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FIG. 13. The ground state cross section, including the first
excited state at 0.33 MeV, after resolution adjustment. Pre-
viously collected data by Sihna et al. [11] and Salter et al.
[12] that correspond to the ground state transition, and the
Hauser-Feshbach calculation for ground-state to ground-state
transitions are plotted for comparison. Only statistical errors
are shown.
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FIG. 14. Comparison of the total (α,p) cross section of
this work with the previously obtained (α,p) cross section
by Groombridge et al. [10], as well as with theoretical cal-
culations by Mohr et al. [19] and the Hauser-Feshbach code
SMARAGD [26, 27]. Only statistical errors are shown.

As discussed in the introduction, the 18Ne(α, p)21Na
cross section has been studied before by Bradfield-Smith
et al. [9] and Groombridge et al. [10]. There, the exper-
imental results were summarized as a table of resonance
parameters and widths. Fig. 14 displays the cross section
derived from the resonance parameters of Ref. [10], in
comparison to our result. Our experiment shows a much
lower cross section, by close to an order of magnitude.

Also displayed in Fig. 14 is the cross section derived
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by Mohr et al. [19] from a survey of 22Mg resonance
parameters, obtained in indirect experiments [13–16], or
calculated assuming mirror-symmetry in the wave func-
tions of corresponding 22Mg and 22Ne levels. Where no
spectroscopic information was available for the 22Mg lev-
els, these were calculated from a Porter-Thomas distribu-
tion following Ref. [20]. While the resulting cross-section
curve by Mohr et al. [19] is consistent with our data
in the lower-energy range, the curve is systematically
too low at higher energies. This systematic deviation
can be attributed to underestimating the contributions
to higher-lying 21Na states, which evidently dominate
our experimental data at higher energies, or to contribu-
tions of unknown or mis-assigned-spin resonances in the
22Mg spectrum. Finally, Fig. 14 shows a calculation with
the Hauser-Feshbach code SMARAGD [26, 27], which in-
cludes the cross sections leading towards the ground state
and first five excited states of 21Na, including the un-
bound 2.798 MeV state. The overall agreement with our
data is excellent.
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FIG. 15. Comparison of the reaction rates of this work
and Mohr et al. 2014 work [19] to the reference reac-
tion rate NA〈σv〉ref determined in Ref. [18]. The flat line
at 0.55 NA〈σv〉ref is the recommended reaction rate from
Ref. [18]. The total (α, p) reaction rate of this work is larger
by a factor of 1.5 from the recommended rate of Ref. [18] due
to the contributions of the 21Na unbound states.

The impact of our results on the reaction rate is il-
lustrated in Fig. 15. We calculate reaction rates using
the unfolded cross sections from this work shown in Figs.
12–14 for Ecm > 2.5 MeV. For Ecm < 2.5 MeV, we adopt
cross sections based on the resonant properties given in
Table I of Mohr et al. [19], where we are in agreement
and our statistical precision is poor. Following the pre-
sentation in [19], we plot the ratio of our reaction rates
to the reference rate from Ref. [18]. At peak X-ray burst
temperatures T = 2.5 GK, the 18Ne(α, p)21Na reaction
rate from a previous Monte Carlo analysis in Ref. [19]
(yellow, solid curve in Fig. 15) agrees with the recom-

mended reaction rate from Ref. [18], which was given
as 55% of the reference rate (flat grey line in Fig. 15).
We find the experimental reaction rate to be a factor of
1.5 larger at T = 2.5 GK (black, solid curve Fig. 15).
The increase comes primarily from reactions proceeding
through proton unbound states in 21Na that subsequently
decay by proton emission to 20Ne, as can be seen in the
comparison of the (α, p) (blue, dashed curve Fig. 15)
to the (α, 2p) (green, dashed-dotted curve) contributions
to the reaction rate. The resonance properties in 22Mg
used in previous estimates of the reaction rate come al-
most exclusively from 2-neutron stripping reactions. It
is not surprising that broad proton-unbound states may
have been missed that would account for the enhanced
contribution from 18Ne(α, 2p)20Ne that we observe. In
most astrophysical scenarios the 18Ne(α, 2p)20Ne branch
is likely to have a negligible effect due to the high rate
of the 20Ne(p,γ)21Na reaction; however, it is advisable to
include the 18Ne(α, 2p)20Ne reaction rate as a separate
channel, particularly in models with low hydrogen abun-
dance, such as may result from accretion from a helium-
rich companion.

Finally, it is worth noting that the Monte Carlo es-
timate of the 18Ne(α, p)21Na reaction rate in Ref. [19]
(yellow curve in Fig. 15) is significantly higher for T ≈
1−2 GK than that obtained using the resonance param-
eters (Table I of [19]) or a direct integration using the
recommended S-factor (Fig. 2 of [19]) (purple, dotted
curve Fig. 15). Since we adopt the resonance parame-
terization for Ecm < 2.5 MeV in calculating the reaction
rate, our reaction rate may similarly underestimate the
reaction rate in this intermediate temperature range.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Our experiment determined cross sections for the
18Ne(α, p)21Na reaction between about 2.5-4 MeV in the
center of mass using the active-target detector system
ANASEN, which was augmented by an ion-chamber com-
ponent, allowing for a higher detection sensitivity with-
out limiting the usable beam rate. The present exper-
iment is the first measurement of an (α, p) reaction on
a radioactive beam with the ANASEN active-target de-
tector, determining cross sections as low as 5 mbarn and
in the center of the Gamow-window for a temperature
T = 2 GK. The partial cross sections for the population
of the 21Na ground state are consistent with those derived
from experiments on the time-reverse reaction by Sihna
et al. [11] and Salter et al. [12]. The total cross section
is significantly lower than the one found in previous ex-
periments by Bradfield-Smith et al. [9] and Groombridge
et al. [10].

Compared to the predictions of Mohr et al. [18, 19],
which are based on indirectly determined resonance pa-
rameters, our cross sections are larger at higher reac-
tion energies, demonstrating the contributions from the
proton-unbound states of 21Na. While in most astro-
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physical scenarios the 18Ne(α, 2p)20Ne branch is likely
to have a negligible effect due to the high rate of
the 20Ne(p,γ)21Na reaction, the 18Ne(α, 2p)20Ne reac-
tion rate may have a separate impact on models with
low hydrogen abundance, such as those from accretion
from a helium-rich companion. Finally, the cross sec-
tions of this work are consistent with the predictions of
a Hauser-Feshbach calculation. Although at low ener-
gies the reaction proceeds mostly through individual res-
onances, which could not be resolved by our experiment,
the overall agreement with Hauser-Feshbach calculations
seems to justify their use as an approximation to deter-
mine the thermal reaction rate until more experimental
data is available for the direct 18Ne(α, p)21Na.
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